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THE FINAL BATTLE IS AT HANDA renegade American fleet has launched a genocidal

counterattack against the Galactic Imperium. Empowered by entities from warp space, the Black

Ships are about to unleash unspeakable evils on the entire galaxy. Only the US Navy has any hope

to stop them, but first it must contend with alien armadas still intent on wiping out humanity. At the

forefront of battle, the Warp Marine Corps faces impossible odds. Armed with new weapons and

wielding ancient technologies, Captain Peter Fromm and Colonel Lisbeth Zhang will fight not only

for the lives of all humans in the universe, but their souls as well.Havoc of War concludes the story

that began with the  best-selling novel Decisively Engaged.
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I've absolutely LOVED Carella's Warp Marine Corps series, and this was a pretty awesome

conclusion to the series. We get plenty of battles where the Marines and Navy kick tail against a

number of foes, new and old.One of the strong points of this series has been the introduction of new



tactics by different factions, followed by adaption to those tactics by the other side. There's plenty of

that here, along with the reinvention of old tactics with a new twist, and other fun surprises. Another

huge draw to this series has been the intricate world-building of a realistic universe where every

species feels different and original. Carella nails that here as well.That being said, I do have some

minor gripes. The Warp Marines take a big back seat to the Navy in this book, and Capt. Fromm is

relegated to a secondary character, while the pilots and Navy fleet admiral take center stage. Even

worse, our lovely CIA agent Heather barely appears, and our alien viewpoint from Grace Under

Pressure and the Puppies is totally left out.Mostly, I'm a little upset about the series being over

already. I feel like there are so many other stories to be told in this universe, especially with all of

distinct alien races who have made minor appearances in the series. I want to know more about

how the Puppies and Worms react to the events of this book, and the Ovals and all the rest. As the

series has progressed, the story has become less and less about the war with other aliens and

more and more about what lies in the Warp, but still... those aliens were cool. And so many of them

were just barely glimpsed. It would be a shame to just leave those possible plot threads dangling.

There's more than enough for a spin-off series here.But regardless of my minor complaints, the

book was great, and the series is fantastic. I'd recommend it to any sci-fi fan.

Good to read a novel which doesn't end in nihilistic dystopian nonsense. A really great read. Carella

manages to bring terrifying bogeymen to life without losing sight of entertaining the reader or trying

to push a political/environmental/social agenda so often marring today's science fiction and fantasy.

Great job.

The war is now over but at what cost!! Humanity is safe but for how long!! Will the aliens decide that

sometime in the future that they way to fight humanity again. We will have to wait and see.

Cracking space opera. This series plays with some unique and interesting concepts. It's a credit to

Mr Carell. Give it a try, you won't be disappointed.

A well written, fast paced, first class series of military SciFi. Read the entire series.Hope to see more

from this author.

A great end to an entertaining series. A definite but and read!



A fun narrative of an interstellar and interdimensional war. Humanity is introduced to the star faring

community the hard way. When they prove unusually adept at navigating hyperspace and the

beasts that dwell within it, humanity must be destroyed.

Loved it. Can't wait for the next one.
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